Planning bedside teaching — 1. Overview

Ken Cox

With few exceptions, clinical teachers are very keen to help their students learn. Some make exceptional efforts to marshal groups of patients to ensure their students’ exposure to a range of physical signs, a task becoming increasingly difficult with changes to the hospital system. But clinical teachers suffer from educational neglect. Clinical teaching is often regarded as unmanageably ad hoc, since the arrival of patients with maladies which illustrate the topics to be covered in a curriculum cannot easily be predicted or controlled. Clinical teachers frequently have no thorough briefing on the clinical curriculum or training in executing it. The clinical curriculum on paper may contain no detailed plan of exactly what is to be taught, nor to what level of expertise.

Despite their relative closeness to their students, many clinical teachers know only a little about what each student knows or doesn’t know or is supposed to know. Many have no record of their students’ performance, and no follow-up of previously detected defects in skill or style. Inadequate supervision of student learning was commonplace in our studies of ward-based teaching of physical signs.

Clinical teachers may often waste the precious time with the patient by dealing with book knowledge which could be more comfortably learned elsewhere. Some teaching is not even conducted at the bedside! In the United States more than 50% of so-called clinical teaching time may be spent in the conference room, with less than 25% at the bedside. Students spend less than 5% of the time demonstrating their clinical skills to teachers. To compound the difficulties, patients, charts and investigational data are frequently unavailable when are they are needed for teaching.

Few US medical schools monitor their students’ interview and physical examination technique on more than a few patients, and some never supervised the whole process on even one patient. Clinical skills are never learned if clinical medicine is seen as a matter of charts and test results.

The richness of clinical teaching opportunities is diminishing as Australian teaching hospitals become brief-stay locations for procedures and investigations. The optimal use of every clinical encounter becomes increasingly critical if students and practitioners are to learn to detect the faint evidence of early disease, and to discriminate on clinical grounds those who need investigation from those who don’t.

These concerns about clinical teaching reflect on medical schools more than on individual teachers, who lack serious guidance on their teaching tasks. Despite the need for careful planning and supervision of clinical education, no formal university program directed specifically to clinical teachers existed anywhere in the world until 1991. The School of Medical Education at the University of New South Wales began a distance learning Master of Clinical Education and a graduate Diploma in Clinical Education in February 1991, with the support of the Family Medicine Program. Clinical teaching subjects had been part of the course work Master of Health Personnel Education program begun in 1975, but no degree program had been devoted solely to clinical education.

This series of papers sets out a sequential plan used in that program for clinical teachers to maximise the "educational mileage" of the student’s learning from the “prime time” of each experience with a patient.

The plan links a number of educationally proven steps into two phases — the clinical experience and the explanation of the clinical events. This first paper outlines the steps within these phases. Subsequent papers elaborate the clinical teacher’s tasks and roles at each step.

The educational instructions are simple — Work out what you want to do before you start, and stop and think after you’ve done it. The former phase links the student’s previous knowledge with the current patient. The latter phase reflects on the experience, connects it with relevant theory, and devises how to do it better next time.

Experience cycle

The first step is the preparation necessary before an undergraduate may lay a hand on a patient.

1. Preparation before clinical practice

Are the students ready for bedside learning?

Educational research demonstrates how learning is built on what is already known. Preparation teaches drills, routines and a range of generalisable skills before the student begins handling patients. Clinical teachers need sufficient familiarity with the curriculum to know exactly what preparation their students should have received. Clinical teachers also need to check what their students can actually do.

2. Briefing before seeing the patient

Briefing the students before meeting a particular patient takes note of the specific characteristics of the patient and his or her disease, and the opportunities available for learning. Briefing, by the teacher models an approach to the patient as a sick human being from whom the trainee or student can learn, not as "clinical material".

Briefing

Preparation

Briefing orients the student to the patient, to what can be expected and what to look for. Briefing "anticipates" the experience. Educationally, briefing is an "advance organiser" which creates a framework into which the anticipated learning can be fitted.

3. Clinical experience with the patient

Briefing is followed by direct experience with the living clinical evidence in the patient, educationally the most powerful input into learning.

Clinical interaction

Briefing

Preparation
Clinical interaction comprises some or all of the activities of discussing the illness with the patient, examining the physical signs, interpreting the evidence elicited, and negotiating the management plan with the patient. This is the most powerful phase of “learning from reality” through the vivid experience of the clinical manifestations of the diseases the student will face in practice. Some of their early images of patients, disease and management remain with clinicians through their practice lifetime.

4. Debriefing after leaving the patient

Debriefing reviews the events within the clinical interaction. What was seen, heard and felt? How should these data be interpreted? What can be learned from this patient?

Not every student has seen and understood what was going on. Some were attending to different phenomena — the teacher’s comments, the physical findings, the patient’s facial expressions, taking notes, avoiding being questioned.

Students vary in how much they already know and have seen — the basis of knowledge and experience into which this patient is fitted. Students vary in their perception of what was going on, and what it means to them. Educationally, this stage clarifies and corrects any misperceptions and misunderstandings, and summarises the findings into a logically coherent picture of disease.

Having checked what was understood and what was not, the clinical teacher looks ahead by guiding the students’ further learning in preparation for future patients.

This sequence of preparation, briefing, clinical experience, debriefing and planning further learning can be conceptualised as an experience cycle of planning to ensure that the most is gleaned from each patient. This experiential clinical learning cycle repeats itself from patient to patient.

The experience cycle maximises the value and detail of the time with the patient. That detail requires further processing, however, if the most is to be extracted from the experience. Three more steps are needed in elaborating the explanation.

The experience with one patient is connected with the student’s experience of other patients, with the experiences of many other clinicians and patients, and with the body of underpinning biopsychosocial knowledge. Educationally, the clinical picture is “understood” at many levels. Theory and research are brought in to elucidate the findings, giving greater breadth and depth to the bedside findings.

3. Working knowledge extracted from the “examined experience”

Explication is intellectually satisfying in putting together coherent pictures of all the cause-effect relationships in what had gone on in the clinical interaction. Many teachers stop at that level. The tension associated with uncertainty of what it all means has been relieved. But the explication can also lead on to What could I have done differently? and What will I do next time?. The examined experience is now translated into clinical working knowledge which is the practical foundation for clinical care and professional expertise.

Thoughtful clinical teachers help students to work out What is the most powerful evidence to look for? and What do you look for first? Students may devise an improved strategy or flow chart for searching for clinical evidence, or they may choose an optimal subset of what features to look for in a “case like this”, or they may develop useful decision rules such as indications or contraindications for action in the future. Educationally, students are using theory to derive “new” practical knowledge.

4. Preparation for future patients

The explanatory cycle is exited by the students resuming their task of learning to fill the gaps revealed in both the experience and explanation cycles.
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This series of brief papers takes each of the steps in the two cycles in turn, and elaborates what the clinical teacher is to do in covering clinical learning and its relationships with both underlying science and practical working knowledge. The next article looks at the preparation of the student before beginning bedside learning.